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ABSTRACT
Understanding search intents behind queries is of vital importance
for improving search performance or designing better evaluation
metrics. Although there exist many eorts in Web search user in-
tent taxonomies and investigating how users’ interaction behaviors
vary with the intent types, only a few of them have been made
specically for the image search scenario. Dierent from previous
works which investigate image search user behavior and task char-
acteristics based on either lab studies or large scale log analysis,
we conducted a eld study which lasts one month and involves
2,040 search queries from 555 search tasks. By this means, we col-
lected relatively large amount of practical search behavior data with
extensive rst-tier annotation from users. With this data set, we
investigate how various image search intents aect users’ search
behavior, and try to adopt dierent signals to predict search sat-
isfaction under the certain intent. Meanwhile, external assessors
were also employed to categorize each search task using four or-
thogonal intent taxonomies . Based on the hypothesis that behavior
is dependent of task type, we analyze user search behavior on the
eld study data, examining characteristics of the session, click and
mouse patterns. We also link the search satisfaction prediction to
image search intent, which shows that dierent types of signals
play dierent roles in satisfaction prediction as intent varies. Our
ndings indicate the importance of considering search intent in
user behavior analysis and satisfaction prediction in image search.
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Table 1: An example of diverse search intents under the
query “Ready Player One” (an American lm) on image
search platform.

Query Ready Player One

Intent

Participant 1: I have made
an appointment with my
friends to go to the movie
theater this weekend. Be-
fore that, I want to browse
some related pictures about
the popular lm “Ready
Player One”.

Participant 2: I am prepar-
ing slides for a presenta-
tion about American lm.
I want to download an im-
age of the poster of the lm
“Ready Player One” that I
have seen in the movie the-
ater.

why

The user is going to freely
browsing some pictures in
leisure time (Entertain). The
search is driven by daily-life
needs (Daily-life).

The user is going to nd
and download pictures for
further use (Locate). The
search is driven by work re-
quirements (Work&Study).

what

The search goal is broad,
including posters, stills, ac-
tors and so on (General). Be-
fore search, the user did not
know how the image con-
tent looks like (Navigation).

The search goal is spe-
cic, only searching for
the poster (Specic). Before
search, the user knew how
the image content looks like
(Mental Image).

1 INTRODUCTION
User intent understanding has become a hot topic in the eld of Web
search since it helps provide better search experiences for users.
One of the most popular search intent taxonomies was introduced
by Broder [3], which groups Web search users’ intents into three
categories: informational, transactional and navigational. Koer
et al. [19] showed that a user information need is composed of two
dimensions: “what” dimension (what users are searching for) and
“why” dimension (why users search). It demonstrates that users have
diverse information needs during the search processes. However,
only a few of search intent studies have been made specically for
the image search scenario, in which the content that users search
for, the presentation of search results, and user behavior patterns
are rather dierent from general Web search [30, 41]. Similar with
general Web search, even if users submit the same query into an
image search engine, the underlying search intents can be rather
dierent. Table 1 shows an example of dierent users’ search in-
tent descriptions under the same query “Ready Player One” (an
American lm) sampled from the image search behavior log in
our eld study (will be described in Section 3). User 1 wanted to
get information by browsing various images about the lm, while
the user 2 expected a concentrated search object and needed to
download images for further use. The search goal and purpose vary
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in these two scenarios. Consequently, users may have dierent
search behavior and be satised with dierent image results. It is
important to investigate the image search intents behind queries
for a better understanding of user behavior and satisfaction.

In recent studies, user behavior data has been widely used for task
classication and satisfaction prediction. Many search intents are
triggered by the landing pages that users browse right before their
search actions [5]. Therefore, the concept of predicting users’ search
intents based on their browsing behaviors is proposed. Several stud-
ies focus on the relationship between search task and interaction
with image search engines. Park et al. [29] categorized queries us-
ing two orthogonal taxonomies (subject-based and fact-based) and
found that there are a number of dierences in search behavior
across query types. For example, some task types are associated
with exploratory, browsing-style behavior, while with other intent
types users exhibit a more focused search. These search behavior
can also provide a better understanding of user satisfaction with
hand-crafted aggregated features [9] or modeling user behavior
with original action sequences [11, 12]. With respect to “why” based
intent taxonomies in image search, Xie et al. [40] propose a user
intent recognition method based on user interactions at the early
stage of search sessions, which demonstrates that users interact
with image search engines in dierent ways as intent varies.

Since the search scenario and interaction interface are quite
dierent between general Web search and image search [1, 30, 41],
existing work is not enough to thoroughly understand users’ search
intent in image search. Previous studies show that search intent
can aect users’ query reformulation behavior and interaction with
search results. At the meantime, such user behavior is a strong
implicit feedback for search satisfaction. To our best knowledge,
there exits almost none work in image search trying to investigate
the relationship among intent, behavior, and satisfaction, which
may provide useful opinions for satisfaction prediction and search
result evaluation in various search scenarios. Meanwhile, most
existing studies focus on a particular type of search intent taxonomy.
Comparisons among dierent taxonomies, especially those between
“why” based and “what” based taxonomies, are not involved. This
motivates our following research questions:

• RQ1: How does image search behavior change with user
intent in dierent intent taxonomies?
• RQ2: What factors aect users’ perception of satisfaction

across dierent image search intent taxonomies?
• RQ3: How do dierent types of signals (e.g. click, mouse

movement, users’ explicit feedback) perform in the predic-
tion of user search satisfaction across dierent search intents
in dierent search intent taxonomies?

Most of user search intent related studies are based on practical
search log analysis [3, 29, 33, 34] or lab study [24, 40]. Log data
from the commercial search engine can provide large-scale and
practical search behavior data for researchers, while it is dicult
to get explicit feedback (e.g. search satisfaction) from users directly.
In lab studies, researchers collect users’ feedback right after each
designed search task. However, these studies are performed under a
controlled environment and may not reect users’ true search intent
or practical behavior patterns. In this paper, we conduct a eld study
for one month, during which we log participants’ daily image search
activities, and they are asked to self-annotate their satisfaction and
search behavior motivations (e.g. intent description, evaluation

criterion, the reason for click). This eld study can provide us with
more accurate annotations and more practical search behavior data.

Based on image search data collected from the eld study, we also
employ external experts to categorize search sessions using four
orthogonal intent taxonomies (i.e. Locate & Learn & Entertain [40];
Work & Daily-life [15]; Specic & General [22]; Mental Image &
Navigation [24]. See Section4 for details). We try to answer the
above three research questions and gain a better understanding of
users’ image search behavior with this dataset.

To summarize, the main contributions of this work are as follows:
• We construct a eld-study based image search behavior

data set to investigate users’ daily image search intents. The
data set contains practical behavior data, data labels from
user themselves, and image relevance annotations collected
through crowdsourcing 1. It can provide researchers with a
more reliable and realistic view than traditional lab study and
large-scale log analysis on how search intents are associated
with user behavior and satisfaction.
• We investigate the dierences in user behavior under dif-

ferent search intent using existing taxonomies according
to both what they are searching for and why they search.
We also focus on the relationship among intent, behavior,
and satisfaction. It indicates the importance of considering
search intent to better understand user behavior in image
search and the necessity of designing evaluation metrics
respectively for dierent search tasks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review the
related work on intent taxonomy, user behavior and satisfaction in
Section 2. In Section 3 and Section 4, we introduce the details of our
eld study and search intent taxonomies. Users’ implicit and ex-
plicit feedbacks are investigated in Section 5 to answer RQ1&RQ2.
Furthermore, we try to predict search satisfaction using dierent
features under certain search intent in Section 6 to answer RQ3.
Finally, we discuss the conclusions and some limitations.

2 RELATED WORK
Search intent taxonomy: Search intent behind queries can be di-
vided into two dimensions: “what” users are searching for and “why”
they search [2]. One of the most popular search intent taxonomies
was proposed by Broder [3] for text-based Web search: informa-
tional, navigational, and transactional. Based on this taxonomy,
several intent taxonomies were proposed for general Web, image,
and video search [6, 10, 20, 24, 40]. Since search task is dened as
activities that people attempt to accomplish in order to keep their
work or life moving on [22], search tasks are widely studied in work
task level and search task level [4, 36, 37, 39]. In image search, one of
the most important intent taxonomies is proposed by Lux et al. [24],
which categories search intent into navigation, transaction, knowl-
edge orientation and mental image. Recently, Xie et al. [40] focused
on why people search and showed that intents can be grouped
into three classes: Explore/Learn, Entertain, and Locate/Acquire in
image search. Mitsui et al. [27] showed that information seeking
intentions can be predicted with a simple classication model.

Only a few of search intent related studies have been made
specically for the image Web search scenario. In this paper, we
try to compare dierent types of “why” based and “what” based
taxonomies in image search.

1The data is now available at http://www.thuir.cn/group/∼YQLiu/
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usersatisfactionandbotho�ineandonlineevaluationmetricsin
di�erentsearchscenariosinbothhomogeneousandheterogeneous
searchenvironmentandsuggestedthato�inemetricsbetteralign
withusersatisfactioninhomogeneoussearchwhileonlinemetrics
performmoreconsistentlywithusersatisfactioninheterogeneous
environment.Withtherapidgrowthofmobilesearchtra�caswell
aschangesinuserbehavior,thereexiststudiesrelatedtosatisfaction
predictionandmeasurement[15,16,30].Relationshipsbetween
goodabandonmentandsatisfactionwerefrequentlydiscussedin
thisscenario[27,48].

Asforimagesearch,itstillneedstobeinvestigatedhowwell
thesemetricsperformoralignwithusersatisfaction.Therefore,we
focusontherelationshipsbetweenbotho�ineandonlinemetrics
andusersatisfactioninWebimagesearchscenarios.

3
DATACOLLECTION

Inthissection,wedescribethedatacollectionprocedureaswellas
thedatasetweusedthroughoutthispaper.Theprocedureconsists
oftwostages.The�rstpartisalaboratoryuserstudy,fromwhich
wecollectusers’explicitsatisfactionfeedbacksaswellasuser
behaviorsignalsinWebimagesearchenvironments.Inthesecond
stage,wehiredexternalassessorsbyacrowdsourcingplatform
tomaketopicalrelevanceandimagequalityjudgmentsforimage
results.TheprocedureisshowninFigure1.

3.1
UserStudy

3.1.1
Participants.Werecruited36undergraduatestudents(14

femaleand22male)totakepartinouruserstudyviaemail,online
forumsandsocialnetworks.Theagesofparticipantsrangefrom18
to25.Variousmajorswereincludedacrossengineering,humanities,
socialsciencesandarts.Alltheparticipantsreportedthattheywere
familiarwithsearchenginesandeverusedthemforWebimage
searchtasks.Theparticipantswereinformedthatittookabout
oneandahalfhourtocompleteallthetaskswithouttimelimits
imposedandtheywouldbepaidabout$25.

3.1.2
ExperimentProcedure.AsshowninFigure1,afteranin-

structionandatrainingtaskwhichmadetheparticipantsfamiliar
withtheexperimentalprocedure,theywererequiredtocomplete
12Webimagesearchtasks.Foreachtask,weprovidedadetailed
taskdescriptiontosimulatearealisticWebimagesearchscenario.

Firstly,theparticipantsshouldreadthedescriptionandrepeatit
intheirownwordstocon�rmthattheyhadunderstoodthein-
formationneedofthetask.Thentheywouldberedirectedtoan
experimentalsearchsystem,theresultsofwhichwereprovided
byapopularcommercialimagesearchengine.Theycouldsubmit
queries,scrollupanddown,clickontheresultsandevendownload
thefull-sizeimages,justlikeusinganormalimagesearchengine.
Whenevertheparticipantsthoughtthatthetaskwascompleted
oritwasdi�cultto�ndmoreusefulinformation,theycouldstop
searchingandclickthe�nishbutton.Afterthat,theparticipants
wererequiredtoprovidesatisfactionfeedbacks.Tohelpthepartici-
pantsreviewthesearchprocess,allthequeriesandclickedimages
wereshowninthesameorderaswhentheparticipantsissued
andclickedthem.Finallywecollecteda5-pointscaledquery-level
satisfactionfeedbackwiththeinstructionsintroducedbyLiuet
al.[33].Inthispaperwefocusonquery-levelsatisfactionrather
thansession-levelsatisfactionsincesession-levelevaluationmay
introducesomeotheruncontrollablefactorswhichareoutofthe
scopeofthiswork.

3.1.3
ExperimentalSystem.Inouruserstudy,theprocedure

mentionedabovewasconductedona17-inchLCDmonitorwitha
resolutionof1366⇥768pixels.Thesearchsystemwasdisplayed
onaGoogleChromebrowser,whereweinjectedacustomized
JavaScriptpluginintosearchresultpagestologusers’searchbe-
haviorsincludingscrolling,hover,click,tabswitchingandmouse
movement.Wealsorecordedqueriesissuedbytheparticipants
andsomeinformationaboutthecorrespondingSERPssuchasthe
positionandmetainformationofreturnedimageresults.

3.2
DataAnnotation

Aftercollectingusers’explicitsatisfactionfeedbacksaswellas
userbehaviorsignalsinouruserstudy,wefurtherhiredexternal
assessorsfromacrowdsourcingplatformtomakejudgmentsforall
thetoptenrowsofimageresultsshowninSERPs(theexperimental
searchsystemwouldloadonlytenrowsofimagesforeachquery
bydefault).Inthedataset,morethan80%oftheimagesclickedby
theparticipantsarefromthe�rsttenrows.

Followingthepreviouswork[39],wegatheredseparatejudg-
mentsfortopicalrelevanceandimagequality.Thecriteriawere
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user satisfaction and both o�ine and online evaluation metrics in
di�erent search scenarios in both homogeneous and heterogeneous
search environment and suggested that o�ine metrics better align
with user satisfaction in homogeneous search while online metrics
perform more consistently with user satisfaction in heterogeneous
environment. With the rapid growth of mobile search tra�c as well
as changes in user behavior, there exist studies related to satisfaction
prediction and measurement [15, 16, 30]. Relationships between
good abandonment and satisfaction were frequently discussed in
this scenario [27, 48].

As for image search, it still needs to be investigated how well
these metrics perform or align with user satisfaction. Therefore, we
focus on the relationships between both o�ine and online metrics
and user satisfaction in Web image search scenarios.

3 DATA COLLECTION
In this section, we describe the data collection procedure as well as
the dataset we used throughout this paper. The procedure consists
of two stages. The �rst part is a laboratory user study, from which
we collect users’ explicit satisfaction feedbacks as well as user
behavior signals in Web image search environments. In the second
stage, we hired external assessors by a crowdsourcing platform
to make topical relevance and image quality judgments for image
results. The procedure is shown in Figure 1.

3.1 User Study
3.1.1 Participants. We recruited 36 undergraduate students (14

female and 22 male) to take part in our user study via email, online
forums and social networks. The ages of participants range from 18
to 25. Various majors were included across engineering, humanities,
social sciences and arts. All the participants reported that they were
familiar with search engines and ever used them for Web image
search tasks. The participants were informed that it took about
one and a half hour to complete all the tasks without time limits
imposed and they would be paid about $25.

3.1.2 Experiment Procedure. As shown in Figure 1, after an in-
struction and a training task which made the participants familiar
with the experimental procedure, they were required to complete
12 Web image search tasks. For each task, we provided a detailed
task description to simulate a realistic Web image search scenario.

Firstly, the participants should read the description and repeat it
in their own words to con�rm that they had understood the in-
formation need of the task. Then they would be redirected to an
experimental search system, the results of which were provided
by a popular commercial image search engine. They could submit
queries, scroll up and down, click on the results and even download
the full-size images, just like using a normal image search engine.
Whenever the participants thought that the task was completed
or it was di�cult to �nd more useful information, they could stop
searching and click the �nish button. After that, the participants
were required to provide satisfaction feedbacks. To help the partici-
pants review the search process, all the queries and clicked images
were shown in the same order as when the participants issued
and clicked them. Finally we collected a 5-point scaled query-level
satisfaction feedback with the instructions introduced by Liu et
al. [33]. In this paper we focus on query-level satisfaction rather
than session-level satisfaction since session-level evaluation may
introduce some other uncontrollable factors which are out of the
scope of this work.

3.1.3 Experimental System. In our user study, the procedure
mentioned above was conducted on a 17-inch LCD monitor with a
resolution of 1366 ⇥ 768 pixels. The search system was displayed
on a Google Chrome browser, where we injected a customized
JavaScript plugin into search result pages to log users’ search be-
haviors including scrolling, hover, click, tab switching and mouse
movement. We also recorded queries issued by the participants
and some information about the corresponding SERPs such as the
position and meta information of returned image results.

3.2 Data Annotation
After collecting users’ explicit satisfaction feedbacks as well as
user behavior signals in our user study, we further hired external
assessors from a crowdsourcing platform to make judgments for all
the top ten rows of image results shown in SERPs (the experimental
search system would load only ten rows of images for each query
by default). In the dataset, more than 80% of the images clicked by
the participants are from the �rst ten rows.

Following the previous work [39], we gathered separate judg-
ments for topical relevance and image quality. The criteria were
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resolution of 1366 ⇥ 768 pixels. The search system was displayed
on a Google Chrome browser, where we injected a customized
JavaScript plugin into search result pages to log users’ search be-
haviors including scrolling, hover, click, tab switching and mouse
movement. We also recorded queries issued by the participants
and some information about the corresponding SERPs such as the
position and meta information of returned image results.

3.2 Data Annotation
After collecting users’ explicit satisfaction feedbacks as well as
user behavior signals in our user study, we further hired external
assessors from a crowdsourcing platform to make judgments for all
the top ten rows of image results shown in SERPs (the experimental
search system would load only ten rows of images for each query
by default). In the dataset, more than 80% of the images clicked by
the participants are from the �rst ten rows.

Following the previous work [39], we gathered separate judg-
ments for topical relevance and image quality. The criteria were

By the end of each day

Figure 1: We can get practical image search behavior data as well as search feedback (e.g. search intent description, satisfaction)
from user themselves through the eld study (part I). External assessors are employed to classify the search tasks according
to existing search intent taxonomies through the task annotation procedure (part II).

User behavior in image search: Previous studies have conducted
large-scale log analysis to investigate the user behavior in image
search and compare the dierences with general Web search [1,
30, 38]. They found that image search users usually submit shorter
query strings and their selections of query terms are more diverse.
Many features such as session length, browsing depth, and query
reformulation patterns are also measured to characterize the general
behavior of image search users [16, 28]. Eye-tracking devices are
also used to get more detailed observations about how users interact
with the search result. Xie et al. [41] found a middle-position bias in
users’ image search examination patterns through a laboratory eye-
tracking study. Underwood and Foulsham [35] investigated how
visual saliency aects users’ eye movements. Park et al. [29] linked
the user behavior to search intent. They analyzed a large-scale
query log from Yahoo Image Search to investigate user behavior
toward dierent query types and identied important behavioral
dierences across them. Rha et al. [31] found that there are some
dierences in query reformulation types following dierent search
intentions through an observational study.

These studies often investigate user behavior based on lab studies
or large-scale log analysis. There are few researches that study
users’ image search behavior based on eld study, through which
we can collect practical behavior data as well as data labels from
user themselves. It can provide us with a more reliable and realistic
view than traditional lab study and large-scale log analysis on user
behavior understanding.
User satisfaction: User satisfaction is dened as the fulllment
of information requirement to measure users’ subjective feelings
about search process [17]. User behaviors have been extensively
used to predict user satisfaction. Hassan et al. [13] demonstrated
that a query-based model (using the relationship between users’
current and next query) can indicate satisfaction more accurately
than click-based models. Kim et al. [18] utilized three measures
of dwell time for predicting click-level satisfaction. Guo et al. [9]
showed that ne-grained interactions (e.g. mouse movements and
scrolling) can provide additional clues for better predicting task-
level satisfaction.

However, to the best of our knowledge, few existing studies build
models for search tasks with dierent intents respectively when
predicting user satisfaction in image search scenario. We try to link
the user satisfaction prediction to image search intent in this paper.

3 FIELD STUDY
In this section, we describe the details of our eld study (which
was designed based on He’s eld study on Web search [14]) and
the dataset we used throughout this paper. The procedure of the
led study is shown in Figure 1(I).

Introduction (40 minutes, Figure 1(I1)). We invited partici-
pants to the lab with their own laptops. They were asked to ll
a pre-questionnaire to collect demographic information and the
usage of image search engines. Meanwhile, we installed the web
browser plug-in on their laptops to record their daily image search-
ing activities. After an introduction of the study procedure, we
began to train the participants to get familiar with the platform.
They were instructed to complete one recently engaged search
task with the web browser plug-in and annotate the task on the
annotation platform. After ensuring that the participants had been
familiar with the study procedure, they were told to go back home
and use their laptops as usual.

Recording and annotating (1 month, Figure 1(I2)). The eld
study lasted for one month, during which participants’ image search
activities were recorded automatically by the web browser plug-in
(see Section 3.1 for details). By the end of each day, they were re-
quired to log into the annotation platform to examine their image
search logs. They could remove any logs that they did not want
to share. After that, they needed to identify the queries that were
submitted for the same search task and ll a post-questionnaire
for each task as search feedback (see Section 3.2 for details). Mean-
while, we manually examined the post-questionnaires submitted
by participants. Reminder email would be sent to a participant if
we found that there were problems with his/her feedback data (e.g.
He/She did not complete the task questionnaire in time).

Ending the study. After one month, participants were informed
to uninstall the web browser plug-in on their laptops and they were
paid according to the number of post-questionnaires they submit-
ted. Finally, they were required to answer several questions about
the experience during the eld study (e.g. What do you think of
the annotation interface? How many search tasks have you deleted
from the search logs?). We nd that participants felt satised with
our study design and they rarely removed any search logs. Through
this study procedure, we can get image search log data reecting
participants’ true daily information needs. Asking participants to



Table 2: Post-questionnaire questions and descriptions.

Attribute Question Value and Description

Task

Intent (TI) What’s the objective of this image seeking activities? open question
Satisfaction
(TSAT)

How satised are you with the whole image seeking expe-
rience and search results for this task?

1© unsatised→ 5© very satised

Evaluation
Criterion (EC)

During this search process, which characteristic of image
results would aect your search satisfaction? Please select
at least two most important characteristics.

A.relevance; B.content diversity; C.visual di-
versity; D.aspect ratio; E.size; F.watermark;
G.aesthetics; H.original website; I.other____

Query Satisfaction
(QSAT)

For each query submitted in this task, How satised are you
with the image seeking experience and search results?

1© unsatised→ 5© very satised

Relevance
(CIR)

For each image result clicked in this task, how do you rate
its relevance to this query?

1© irrelevant→ 5© highly relevant

Clicked
Image

Usefulness
(CIU)

For each image result clicked in this task, how do you rate
its usefulness for your search task objective?

1© useless→ 5© highly useful

Reason for
Click (CR)

Why do you click on this image result? Please select at least
two most important reasons.

A.relevance; B.surrounding text; dierent with
surrounding images in C.content; D.visual pre-
sentation; E.rank position; F.utility; G.aesthetics;
H.just interested in it; I.other____

divide search tasks by themselves is more accurate than tradition-
ally separating tasks when the time between consecutive actions
exceeds 30 minutes [29]. Meanwhile, we collect searching feedback
from participants themselves directly.

3.1 Search Logging
We develop a plug-in for the Chrome browser to automatically log
participants’ daily activities with image search engines. Since the
plug-in is only installed on Chrome browser, participants are told
to use Chrome for searching images during this eld study. The
information we recorded are as follows:
• Keyboard activities. We record the query that participants

input and submit to the search engine.
• HTML. We save the URLs and HTML contents that partic-

ipants have browsed, which include search engine result
pages (SERPs) and image result preview pages (the page that
is shown after clicking on an image result, which contains
an enlarged preview of the image result).
• Mouse activities. The mouse activities include movement,

scrolling, hover, and click events.
• Timestamp. All of the data above is associated with a times-

tamp, with which we can calculate the dwell time on SERPs,
rst click time, mouse moving speed and so on.

3.2 Search Feedback
During the eld study, participants needed to log in to our annota-
tion website to complete the search feedback for their own search
logs. The website supports the following operations: (1) review and
remove logs; (2) identify search tasks; (3) ll post-questionnaire.

Review and remove logs. Participants can review the queries
they have submitted to search engine and URLs of SERPs they have
browsed at any time through our annotation website. Meanwhile,
they are told to freely remove the queries that they do not want
to share with us. Once a query is removed, all records related to
this query will be removed from the logs. Allowing participants to
remove the logs can make them feel free when searching on the
Internet.

Identify search tasks. A search task is a trigger for users to
consult a search engine with a set of (textual) queries [19]. Since
we focus on the search intent behind a task rather than a query,
participants were required to identify the queries belonging to the
same task. To ensure that participants are clear about the concept
of task, we asked them to think of several queries they had been
recently submitted and practise task identifying during the pre-
experiment training.

Post-questionnaire. Participants need to ll a post-questionnai-
re for each task after they identify the search tasks. We list the
following information to help participants to complete the feed-
back: (1) queries and SERPs for each task; (2) clicked images for
each query. The details of post-questionnaire are shown in Table 2.
Task intent is the “immediate reason, purpose, or goal” that mo-
tivates a user to consult the search engine [19]. We encourage
participants to describe the details of search intent as specic as
possible. We provide several most possible options for evaluation
criteria (EC) and the reasons for click (CR). If a participant select
“content diversity” as evaluation criteria for a task, it means that
he/she wants a more diversied result list in content during this
search task. “Aspect ratio” indicates the ratio of width to height of
image result. “Watermark” is a special mark contained in images
that are used to stop people from copying them. Here we dene
the “utility” of image results as a synthesis of aspect ratio, size,
and watermark. Participants are allowed to input other answers
that are not involved in these options. In fact, we nd that only a
few participants input new answers in the collected data. They are
“lazy” when lling the feedback questionnaire. Therefore, we mainly
focus on the options we provide in the subsequent analysis. We
use a 5-level satisfaction scale [23] (1: unsatised, 2: slight satised,
3: fair satised, 4: substantial satised, 5: very satised), a 4-level
relevance scale [42] (1: irrelevant, 2: somewhat relevant, 3: fairly
relevant, 4: highly relevant), and a 4-level usefulness scale [25] (1:
not useful at all, 2: somewhat useful, 3: fairly useful, 4: very useful).

3.3 Participants and collected data
We recruited 50 participants, 23 females and 27 males, to take part
in the eld study. Their ages range from 18 to 36. 36 of them are



Table 3: The agreement (Fleiss kappa and the ratio of tasks that three assessors’ annotations are the same) of search intent
annotation and the distribution of dierent types of tasks according to majority vote.

why dimension what dimension
Locate/Learn/Entertain Work&Study/Daily-life Specic/General Mental Image/Navigation

Fleiss Kappa 0.608 0.718 0.484 0.586
Consistent Ratio 0.607 0.802 0.622 0.717

Locate Learn Entertain Work&Study Daily-life Specic General Mental Image Navigation
Majority Vote 179 192 184 201 354 321 234 182 373

undergraduate or graduate students majoring in engineering and
arts. 14 of them are postdoctoral researchers or stas in the uni-
versity. All the participants report that they use image Web search
engines for studying, working or other daily purposes, so they are
familiar with the basic usage of Web search engines.

Through the eld study, we collected an image search dataset
that contains 592 search tasks. Because of some problems (Only
part of behaviors during the search task were recorded because
the participant accidentally closed the web browser plug-in) in
recording behavior logs, we ltered out some search tasks. Finally,
we have 555 tasks, 2040 queries, 270,315 image results and 2,700
clicks. Participants submitted 3.68 queries per task and browsed
132 images (The number of images that were loaded on the SERP.)
per query on average. Participants may click on an image result for
an enlarged version or download the image. 1% images are clicked
and the average number of clicks per query is 1.32.

4 SEARCH INTENT ANNOTATION
After collecting participants’ search task behavior and explicit feed-
back in image search, we employed external assessors to make
judgments for the search task intent of eld study data according
to existing intent taxonomies. Since it is dicult to ensure all par-
ticipants have the same classication criteria, we do not ask partic-
ipants themselves to annotate the task category. The results shows
that external assessors can reach a moderate or higher agreement
on intent classication with participants’ search intent description.

4.1 Search Intent Taxonomy
Following previous work [15, 22, 24, 40], we adopt four search intent
taxonomies in this study, two of which focus on why dimension
(why users search) and the other two focus on what dimension
(what users are searching for). Each of the four taxonomies is ap-
plicable to every search task. The example of each task type can be
found in Table 1. Participant 1 conducted an Entertain, Daily-life,
General, Navigation search task, while participant 2 conducted a Lo-
cate, Work&Study, Specic, Mental Image task. Firstly, we introduce
the taxonomies of why dimension:

Locate, Learn, Entertain. Xie et al. [40] classify the search
intents according to (1) whether the user’s search behavior is driven
by a clear objective, (2) whether the user needs to download the
image for further use after the search process. Under Locate intent,
users want to nd images for further use. They already have some
requirements for these images. Under Learn intent, users want to
learn, conrm or compare information by browsing images. For
example, the intent of one search task in our dataset is described
as follows: I want to know what is “Passiora edulis” and how it
looks like. Under Entertain intent, users want to relax and kill time
by freely browsing images. An example of Locate/Entertain is the
search intent of participant 2/1 shown in Table 1.

Work&Study, Daily-life. Ingwersen and Järvelin [15] classify
the search intents according to whether the search behavior is
driven by work requirement or not. Since more than half of the
participants in our eld study are students, we adjust the “work
requirement” to “work or study requirement”. A Work&Study task
refers to an activity people perform in order to fulll their needs
for jobs or courses.

Secondly, we describe the taxonomies of what dimension:
General, Specic. Li and Belkin [22] classify the search intents

according to the goal of search behavior. For the General task, users
want to get general information about a subject, while for the
Specic task, users have explicit or concrete goals.

Mental Image, Navigation. Lux et al. [24] classify the search
intents into Mental Image and Navigation. Under the Mental Image
intent, the user knows how the image content looks like before
search and looks for images to match to the mental image by visual
analysis. Under Navigation task, the user knows the existence of
the image, but its content is unknown.

4.2 Search Intent Annotation
We recruited twelve external assessors who were divided into four
groups (three assessors in each group) to annotate the task intent
type as Figure 1(II) shows. The assessors were from a commercial
search engine company and were familiar with the intent classica-
tion task. Each group of assessors made annotations for 555 tasks
according to one taxonomy introduced above. Before annotation,
we gathered the assessors who were in the same group to intro-
duce the taxonomy. After the introduction, they had 10 minutes to
discuss the criteria of classication to ensure that they were clear
about the criteria. Then they were shown the participant’s intent
description and the query list for each task and were asked to make
judgments alone based on this information. It took about four hours
to complete the annotation.

The agreement is shown in Table 3 to assess the reliability of
annotation. We report the value of Fleiss’ Kappa [8], which ranges
from 0 to 1 (0-0.2: slight agreement, 0.2-0.4: fair agreement, 0.4-0.6:
moderate agreement, 0.6-0.8: substantial agreement, 0.8-1.0: almost
perfect agreement [21]). We also report the ratio of tasks where
the three assessors’ annotations are the same. We nd that the
classication results of four taxonomies can reach a moderate or
higher agreement. It suggests that the search task can be classied
by external assessors with users’ intent description. Annotations
according to taxonomies of why dimension, by contrast, are easier
to reach high agreement than annotations according to those of
what dimension. From the feedback of assessors, they feel rather
dicult to tell Specic tasks and General tasks.

We use the majority vote of three assessors as the category label
of search tasks. Finally, we conduct an image search dataset consist-
ing of 555 tasks and each task has four category labels (correspond-
ing to four intent taxonomies). We further collect the relevance



Table 4: Dierences in user behavior with dierent search intents. Results in boldface are signicant higher than that of other
task types under the same taxonomy. “**/*” indicates that statistical signicance at p-value < 0.01/0.05 level (One-way ANOVA)
among dierent task types of one taxonomy.

Behavior Feature
why dimension what dimension

Locate Learn Ente- Work Daily Specic General Mental Navig-
rtain &Study Life Image ation

Task

number of queries 4.25 3.45 3.35 * 4.09 3.44 - 2.91 4.73 ** 3.38 3.79 -
number of query terms 11.0 8.23 8.05 * 10.3 8.39 - 7.05 11.9 ** 8.77 9.20 -
number of unique query terms 5.78 4.85 4.73 * 5.58 4.85 - 4.02 6.61 ** 4.90 5.20 -
unique query terms ratio 0.68 0.72 0.77 ** 0.71 0.73 - 0.73 0.72 - 0.72 0.72 -

Query Text number of terms 2.93 2.68 2.57 ** 2.83 2.68 * 2.76 2.73 - 3.01 2.65 **
number of Chinese characters 6.42 6.17 5.75 ** 6.52 5.88 ** 6.35 5.96 * 6.62 5.97 **

Click

number of clicks 1.43 1.45 1.06 ** 1.14 1.45 ** 1.40 1.26 - 1.42 1.29 -
rst click time (s) 13.0 11.4 9.45 ** 12.5 10.6 ** 11.1 11.2 - 11.2 11.1 -
last click to end time (s) 31.9 24.1 21.9 ** 32.5 22.7 ** 27.4 24.4 - 28.0 25.0 -
min of click depth (row) 5.98 4.02 2.78 ** 5.14 3.73 ** 4.13 4.22 - 4.47 4.07 -
max of click depth (row) 13.7 8.05 4.16 ** 10.4 7.49 ** 9.48 7.66 * 9.91 7.93 *

Dwell time dwell time on SERP (s) 32.1 28.2 19.2 ** 29.5 25.2 ** 28.2 25.9 - 27.7 26.7 -
dwell time on preview page (s) 23.1 18.1 12.1 ** 21.2 15.8 ** 20.1 15.8 * 19.7 16.9 -

Mouse

moving time ratio 0.93 0.88 0.84 ** 0.90 0.87 ** 0.92 0.86 ** 0.90 0.88 **
average of moving distance (pix) 73.3 73.2 58.3 ** 72.7 66.0 ** 67.7 68.4 - 70.6 67.3 -
median of moving speed (pix/s) 301 334 327 * 302 331 ** 297 340 ** 325 321 -
scrolling time ratio 0.43 0.37 0.31 ** 0.40 0.36 ** 0.41 0.35 ** 0.37 0.37 -
average of scrolling distance (pix) 89.4 86.2 75.6 ** 90.9 81.3 ** 79.7 89.4 ** 83.5 85.3 -
median of scrolling speed (pix/s) 614 594 544 ** 620 571 ** 564 615 ** 564 599 *

scores of all image results using the methods introduced by Roitero
et al. [32] in this dataset, which are not used in this paper.

5 IMAGE SEARCH WITH DIFFERENT
INTENTS

In this section, we rst compare the dierences in user behav-
ior (implicit signals) among search intents to answer RQ1 (How
does image search behavior change with user intent in dierent in-
tent taxonomies). Then we analyze participants’ explicit feedbacks
of evaluation criteria to answer RQ2 (What factors aect users’
perception of satisfaction across dierent image search intent tax-
onomies). Since click is an important signal for users’ satisfaction
perception [7], we also analyze participants’ explicit feedbacks of
reasons for click to better understand users’ search process.

5.1 Implicit Signals
We conduct one-way ANOVA on the 555 tasks to analyze the eect
of search intents on each measure related to participants’ search
behavior. Table 4 shows the means of search behavior features and
signicance levels across dierent task types under the same tax-
onomy. We categorize the search behavior measures into 5 groups,
which are related to the task, query text, click behavior, dwell
time, and mouse behavior respectively. The latter four groups are
query-level features, for which we report the average of all queries
belonging to one certain type of tasks.

Task. We segment the query text (Chinese) and remove the stop
words. The “query term” refers to how many words there are in
the query text. Under the “Locate/Learn/Entertain” taxonomy, the
search intent has a signicant eect on task-related measures. The
task length (how many queries are there in one task) is longer when
users want to nd images for further use (Locate type) or the search
goal is general. Results are the same for the number of query terms
and unique terms in one task. In General tasks, users have a broad
search scope, which leads to more query terms in the whole task.
Note that the unique query terms ratio is in a low level in Locate
tasks, which indicates that users submit more duplicate terms when
looking for images to download.

Query text. The query-level number of terms and Chinese char-
acters in Locate, Work&Study, Mental Image queries are signicantly
larger than that in other query types. It indicates that these three
types of tasks are more complex and challenging. Especially in
Mental Image tasks, the mean of terms reaches 3.01. Users need
to formulate longer and more complex queries to describe their
mental images, which also puts forward higher requirements for
search engines.

Click behavior. The search intent has a signicant eect on
click-related features when classifying tasks according to taxonomies
of why dimension, while the dierences do not reach statistical
signicance according to taxonomies of what dimension except the
max of click depth (Click depth is dened as the row number of
the clicked image because image search engines organize results by
row). When users want to learn, conrm, or compare information
from image results (Learn type) or download images (Locate type),
they need to click on the results to examine the details of images
on an enlarged version, which leads to a larger number of clicks.
Since users can observe the thumbnails of image results on SERP,
they will spend more time to decide which image to download and
click, which leads to a longer time before the rst click and a deeper
depth of clicks. The Work&Study tasks show a similar tendency
with Locate tasks. When users have a goal that needs to be fullled
as responsible to jobs or courses, they are more “patient” with the
search results and click on results ranked beyond the rst 10 rows.
Similar results are observed when users have specic search goals
or mental image. They interact with results ranked deeper than
users who are performing general or navigation tasks.

Dwell time. In image search, a preview page is loaded after
users click on an image result, through which users can download
full-size images, browse other results without going back to the
SERP. We analyze the dwell time on SERP as well as preview page.
These two signals indicate the explore behavior on SERP and pre-
view page. The search intent has a signicant eect on dwell time
when classifying tasks by taxonomies of why dimension, while
the dierences do not reach statistical signicance by taxonomies
of taxonomies of what dimension. It indicates that users’ explore
behavior is dependent on why they search rather than what they
are searching for.
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Figure 2: The distribution of Evaluation Criteria (EC, left) and Reasons for Click (CR, right) participants selected after search
across dierent search intents. For example, the “0.89” in the top left corner means that participants select relevance as one
of their EC in 89% of Locate tasks. The options of EC involve 4 groups: 1) relevance, 2) diversity, 3) quality, 4) website. The
options of CR involve 4 groups: 1) relevance, 2) diversity, 3) quality, 4) other. “**/*” indicates that statistical signicance at
p-value < 0.01/0.05 level (One-way ANOVA) among dierent task types of one taxonomy.

Mouse behavior. We analyze the distance and speed of mouse
movement and scrolling. We only list part of signicant results in
Table 4. The ratio of moving/scrolling time can reach 0.93/0.43 at
most. In Learn, Work&Study, and Specic tasks, the mouse activity
ratios are signicantly higher than other tasks under the same tax-
onomy, which may provide insights for search intent classication.

5.2 Explicit Signals
We use the post-questionnaire data of our eld study to analyze
what factors aect user satisfaction and click behavior. Participants
were allowed to select at least two criteria from the options we
provided (listed in Table 2) or input factors we did not provide,
while very few participants inputted new factors. Therefore, we
only focus on the eight factors that we provide as options. We
divide the evaluation criteria into 4 groups: relevance, diversity,
quality, and website. Since users cannot get the information about
the images’ original website before they click on the image, we
did not involve website as the reason for click. The four groups
of reasons for click are relevance, diversity, quality, and other. We
report the distribution of evaluation criteria, reasons for click and
statistical signicance level of One-way ANOVA as Figure 2 shows.

We nd that relevance is the major concern when perceiving
satisfaction, followed by the quality, diversity, and original website.
Compared to content (i.e. object, scene, composition) diversity, users
pay less attention to visual (i.e. color distribution, hue) diversity.
Among the four factors in the quality group, aesthetics attracts
more concern as a whole, then watermark, size, and aspect ratio.

Users’ evaluation criteria distributions are dierent when search
intents vary. Under the “Locate/Learn/Entertain” taxonomy, users
select relevance as one of their evaluation criteria in 89% of Locate
tasks, which are signicantly less than that in Learn and Entertain
tasks. Because they need to download images for further use, qual-
ity is an important factor only second to relevance. When users
just want to get information or kill time with browsing images,
the quality of results is less important, while a diverse result list
may raise user satisfaction. Under the “Work&Study/Daily-life” tax-
onomy, a Work&Study task pays more attention to the utility (i.e.
aspect ratio, size, and watermark) of results, while a Daily-life task
pays more attention to the diversity and aesthetics. In What dimen-
sion, Specic tasks pay more attention on relevance, while General

tasks pay more attention on diversity and aesthetics. When users
have mental images before the search, they have less concern on
diversity and aesthetics.

Relevance is the biggest concern when deciding whether to click
on an image result. About 10% to 20% of clicks occur because the im-
age is dierent from surrounding images, which indicates that being
dierent may attract the user to click. The surrounding text attracts
18% of clicks in Learn tasks. About 20% of clicks occur because
users are just interested in the image. It happens most frequently
in Entertain tasks when users have no clear search objective.

5.3 Findings in the user study
In this section, we conduct one-way ANOVA to analyze the eect
of search intents in dierent intent taxonomies on user behavior,
evaluation criteria, and reasons for click to address RQ1 and RQ2.

To answer RQ1, we conclude that (see Section 5.1 and Table 4):
1) User behavior changes signicantly with search intents when
classifying tasks by taxonomies of why dimension except for the
task-related features between Work&Study and Daily-life tasks. 2)
There is no signicant dierence in most of the users’ click behavior
when classifying tasks by taxonomies of what dimension. 3) The
biggest dierences between Specic and General tasks are task
length, number of (unique) query terms in query-level. While the
biggest dierences between Mental Image and Navigation tasks are
the number of terms and Chinese characters in query-level.

To answer RQ2, we conclude that (see Section 5.2 and Figure 2):
1) Relevance is the major concern when users perceive satisfaction
under all search intents, followed by the quality, diversity, and
original website, which are of dierent importance when search
intents vary. 2) Relevance is also the biggest concern when deciding
whether to click on an image result. However, the ratio of clicks
where users select relevance as the reason for click is lower than
the ratio of tasks where users select relevance as the evaluation
criterion. Users click on images that they are just interest in (maybe
cannot satisfy users’ information needs) mostly in Entertain tasks.

6 SATISFACTION PREDICTION ACROSS
DIFFERENT INTENTS

In this section, we try to predict user satisfaction at the query
level with dierent implicit and explicit signals to answer RQ3.



Table 5: Satisfaction prediction performance based on the user behavior and explicit feedback features in terms of AUC score.
Results in boldface are the best performance in each row.

Feature why dimension what dimension All
Group Locate Learn Entertain Work&Study Daily-life Specic General Mental Image Navigation tasks
Query 0.630 0.607 0.530 0.603 0.569 0.615 0.541 0.574 0.582 0.577
Click 0.687 0.614 0.630 0.672 0.669 0.703 0.636 0.685 0.668 0.680
Dwell Time 0.727 0.594 0.633 0.689 0.636 0.667 0.625 0.664 0.676 0.683
Mouse 0.689 0.633 0.544 0.672 0.670 0.688 0.640 0.708 0.695 0.683
Feedback 0.812 0.804 0.835 0.805 0.800 0.809 0.821 0.789 0.819 0.813
All Features 0.864 0.834 0.831 0.842 0.839 0.842 0.842 0.846 0.858 0.850

Table 6: The list of 35 features extracted from our eld study
data, which are categorized into ve groups.

Feature Description #Group

Query Number of terms/characters in the query
text.

2

Click
Number of clicks;

5First click/last click time;
Min/max of click depth (row),

Dwell Time The dwell time on the SERP/Preview page. 2

Mouse
Min/max/median/mean of the distance/s-
peed of mouse movement/scrolling; 18
Moving/scrolling time ratio.

Feedback
Min/max/median/mean of the relevance/u-
sefulness score of clicked images from par-
ticipants’ self-annotation.

8

We classify the features into dierent groups and compare the
prediction performance across feature groups and search intents.

The feature groups are listed in Table 6. The former four groups
are implicit behavior features which have been introduced in Sec-
tion 5.1. Query text features reect the complexity of this search,
which can potentially indicate the diculty level of retrieved results
that can satisfy users. The interval between starting a search and
the rst click action (rst click time) reects the time when they
think that the image can satisfy their information needs. We also
consider the time users spend (dwell time) both on the SERP and
preview page. Features of mouse movements and scrolling such as
distance and speed can indicate the searchers’ examining behavior.
We measure the minimum, maximum, median, and average dis-
tance and speed in pixels. The last group is users’ explicit feedbacks
extracted from the post-questionnaire data, including relevance
and usefulness scores of clicked images.

Since the average satisfaction score is between 3 and 4, we map
the 5-level satisfaction scale to a 2-level scale (1, 2, 3: USAT; 4, 5:
SAT) and treat the prediction task as a binary classication problem.
We apply a gradient boosting classier [26] and perform 5-fold
cross validation. The results are shown in Table 5. We can observe
that the same feature group performs dierently in satisfaction
prediction as search intents vary. Query text information performs
better in Locate tasks, the same to dwell time features. Click features
perform better in Specic tasks and mouse features perform better
in Mental Image tasks. Explicit features are more eective than the
other features for all types of tasks. It indicates that the relevance
and usefulness scores of clicked images strongly correlate with
user satisfaction. However, the explicit features are more dicult to

obtain. Combining all features together achieves better performance
than only using single feature group.

In summary, concerning RQ3, we nd that dierent feature
groups perform dierently in satisfaction prediction as search in-
tents vary. It indicates the importance of considering the search
intent to satisfaction prediction in image search.

7 DISCUSSION
Based on the experiment results, we conclude that: i) There is no
signicant dierence in most of users’ click behavior signals when
classifying tasks according to taxonomies of what dimension, while
there are signicant dierences in query text, click, dwell time, and
mouse behavior when classifying tasks according to taxonomies of
why dimension. ii) Relevance is the major concern when perceiv-
ing satisfaction under all search intents, followed by the quality,
diversity, and original website, which are of dierent importance
when search intents vary. iii) Explicit features such as relevance
and usefulness scores of clicked images are more eective than
implicit features on the prediction of satisfaction.

We would like to highlight some of the limitations of this work.
We did not ask participants to category tasks by themselves, but
employed external assessors to make annotations based on their
intent descriptions. Even though the annotation results could reach
a moderate or higher agreement, it was hard for assessors to judge
the intent types in some cases (e.g. participants did not describe
their search intents clearly). Meanwhile, we provided options for
participants’ feedbacks of evaluation criterion and reason for click.
Participants tended to select answers from the options rather than
input new factors that we did not provide during the eld study,
which potentially brought in biases on the factors we provided as
options. Some other factors may also have eect on users’ search
experience such as the copyright of images.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, we conducted a one-month eld study to collect
search tasks, intent descriptions, behavior data, and satisfaction
scores from participants directly. This dataset can provide a more
reliable and realistic view on how search intents are associated
with user behavior and satisfaction in image search. We investigate
the relationships among search intents, user behavior, and user
satisfaction in image search. The experiment results show the im-
portance of considering search intent to better understanding user
behavior. Since explicit and implicit signals (e.g. relevance, click,
mouse movement) perform dierently on satisfaction prediction of
tasks with dierent search intents, it is worth designing evaluation
metrics respectively for dierent search tasks in the future work.
Furthermore, we can try to conduct task intent classication mod-
els for better understanding search intent and apply it in search
satisfaction prediction.
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